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Abstract 

We present a global solution of Einstein's equations which repre
sents a rotating cosnuc string with a finite coreradius. The impor
tance of pressure for the generation of closed timelike curves outside 
the coreregion of such strings is clearly displayed in this model due to 
the simplicity of the source. 
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Global solutions of Einstein's equations, solutions where an interior solu
tion is matched smoothly to an exterior solution, is of considerable impor
tance in order to gain insight into the physical content of general relativity. 
In the last few years a number of workers have been engaged in the ques
tion of whether closed timelike curves (CTC's) are allowed to occur in global 
solutions within the frameworks of both classical and semiclassical general 
relativity. Spacetimes with CTC's are by many considered unphysical. This 
conviction has recently been formulated most clearly in [1] where it is con
cluded that: There are no CTC's if the spacetimes have physically acceptable 
global structure, which they do for physically acceptable sources. Hence, phys
ically acceptable sources will always give rise to spacetimes with physically 
acceptable global structures, it is claimed. In this recent discussion cylinder 
symmetric global solutions has been shown special interest, rotating cosmic 
strings in particular [2]. 

In this work we will present a new cylinder symmetric global solution of 
Einstein's equations which display closed timelike curveB. This solution has 
the same exterior solution as the one found in [2], i.e. it represents a rotating 
cosmic string, but the interior solution is much simpler than the one in [2]. It 
may therefore be of value when one try to elucidate the mechanisms behind 
the occurrence of CTC's within the framework of classical general relativity. 

We will use Israel's thin wall formalism [3] to study an axial symmetric 
singular wall E. In the interior region of E we assume the metric field on the 
form 

ds\ = -(it + Mdj)2 + dR2 + A'dtf + dz2 (0 < 4> < 2*) , (1) 

where M and A are functions of the radial coordinate R only. The exterior 
geometry we choose as [2] 

ds\ = -(di + modi)' + dp2 + ip 2 <tø 2 + dz' (0 < a\ < 2 i ) . (2) 
"o 

Here mo and bo are constants, and p represents the radial coordinate. Thi.-
lineelement can be recast into Minkowskian form 

ds\ = -dT2 + dp2 + ^p2da\2 + dz2, (3) 
"o 

via the transformation [4] 
T = t+T7I 0^. (4) 
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Since the endpoints in the defining intervall of 4> is to be identified it follows 
that we at constant t must identify T-times separated by 27rmo. CTC's are 
present in the exterior geometry eq.(2) whenever 6Q 2 — m o < 0-

Due to translational invariance in the direction of the basis vector dZl 

rotational invariance in the direction of 8$, and the fact that both <f> and <f> 
are assumed to be identified with the same period 2ir t we can without loss 
of generality write z — z and <j> = ^ in S. In addition we assume t = t on 
the wall. We glue the two Bpacetime segments along constant p = p, and 
constant R = Ra. We choose the surface normal to point from the interior 
towards the exterior, i.e. in the direction of increasing p and R. The extrinsic 
curvature expressed in the interior metric is then simply given by 

The only non-zero components of this tensor relative to the interior metric 
is 

*K» = ±W , *K„ = ±(M1-Aty. (6) 

Here ' indicates differentiation with respect to R. Similarly, relative to the 
exterior metric we find that the only nonvanisKing component is 

+K„ = - i p . (7) 

Differences in the extrinsic curvatures as one crosses S generally give 
rise to an non vanishing energy and stresses in E. This stress-energy S* j is 
formally given by [3] 

SuGS'^Yi-S'iTri'j, (8) 

where 

To be able to interpret our results, we will determine the surface stress-
energy relative to a tetrade frame. Such a frame is given by the orthonormal 
form-basis 

tJ = dt + Md<f> 

i:% > 
u' = dz 
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when expressed in the interior coordinate system. Relative to this frame the 
surface stress-energy is given by 

8*GS'i = --AA'-l-) = &xGSli 
A' fro (") 

M' 
* 2A 

(12) 

8xGSi

i = 0. (13) 

This tensor is trivially Lorentz invariant along the z-coordinate line, or along 
the wall £. 

When we put A ~ R and equate M equall a constant we see that there 
is induced a surface stress-energy in E, but no momentum density relative 
to the comoving frame. In fact, a non-zero and constant M will give rise to 
a torion singularity at the origin [5]. Due to the appearence of torsion we 
consider this solution unphysical. By setting M to zero we derive a static 
wall which was also found in (6,7]. However, a non-vanishing momentum will 
flow in E provided M is an non-constant function of position. The torsion 
singularity is further removed by imposing M(R = 0) = 0. In the following 
we will construct one simple such solution. 

By introducing the function 

• • £ • 
Einstein's field equations for the interior region relative to the comoving 
tetrade-frame becomes 

A " 
(15) 

(16) 
(17) 

(18) 

In the limit fl —» J we assume an interior solution equivalent to the nonrotat-
ing cosmic gauge string interior solution employed in [8, 9]. Imposing Lorentz 
invariance along d, we therefore choose the stress-energy tensor relative to 

&*GTa 

A" 
A 

STGTX = f!' 
8 I G T « = 0 ' = HirGTft 

SxGTn „ j A" 
m - f l + X 
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the orthogonal frame on the simple form 

7 ^ = g^diag(3p + e , p , P > - p - e ) . (19) 

We assume the pressure p and e(> 0) to be constants. Setting p to zero 
reduces the stress-energy tensor to that used in [8] to model the interior of 
a cosmic gauge string, with e representing mass per unit length along the 
string. A solution of Einsteins field equations is il — ^/p and A"/A = —e, 
leading to 

J t f = V E s i n 5 ( ^ ) , yl = 4=6in(v^fi). (20) 

With a noD sero radial pressure (p ^ 0) no natural border presents itself in 
this solution. We therefore interperet it as a cylindrical cosmology. It is clear 
that this cosmology can exibit CTC's. 

We will assume the matter distribution eq.(19) to be contained within £. 
This construction will probably be unstable due to the nowhere vanishing 
radial pressure. Substituting the expressions for Af and A from eq.(20) into 
the general expressions for the stress-energy in E, we get 

8TGS* ( - = - . ^ D , H M ) - r ) = S*GS*B (21) 

8 T G S ' # = - S x G S * ^ ^ (22) 

SnGSi

i = 0. (23) 

Due to the vanishing of the axial stress we can interpret this solution in 2+1 
dimensions as representing a ring composed of dust with a heat flow. In 3+1 
dimensions it represents a heat conducting wall. With M sett to vanish the 
intrinsic geometry in a dl — dz = 0 hypersurface in the coreregion is that of 
a sphere. Therefore, in order to match the interior geometry to a nonsingular 
exterior geometry we must assume \/(.R < ir/2 [6, 9]. The mass density in 
the interior of the string is given by 

* = 87G f ClMm = Å ( 1 " C08(^'))- ( 2 4 ) 

and the mass density in the wall is 

/•• = ^aCd*A<-R-)sa = ia{(]- ~ h ~ i G , i i Y ( 2 5 ) 
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It follows that 6Q ' = 1—iG(ni +p,) which imply m +it, < (4G)" 1 in order to 
avoid a singular exterior geometry. The deficit angle D = 2ir(l — 6^') found 
in the exterior conic geometry is thus proportional to the total mass-density 
in our construction. The angular momentum density in the interior region 
is given by a = Sl/inG, giving a total angular momentum per unit length 
equal 

When we glue the fourdimensional patches eq.(l) and eq.(2) together on £ 
we demand that the gravitational potentials are continous across this sur
face. Hence, by matching the metrics in the interior and exterior spacetime 
domains along £ we get 

m„ = 4GJ , ( 1 - 4 G ( W - M . ) ) p . = A(R.). (27) 

Thus, the parameter mo measures the total angular momentum per unit 
length contained within the wall, and is apparently insensitive to the heatflow 
in E. With J = 0 we derive a global solution of the field equations which 
we interperet as a static cosmic gauge string. However, there is one point 
that is worth noting. In the limit J —» 0 the heat flow in £ vanishes, but the 
energy density does not necessarily do so. Hence, a more complex structure 
of the interior of static cosmic gauge strings seems to emerge. When n, = 0 
we get the well known solution derived in [8, 9]. 

For CTC's to appear outside the string we must demand 

A(R,)' - M(R.)' < 0. (28) 

We require in addition the dominant energy condition | S f j | < |5'",-| [10] to 
hold in E. This condition implies the relation 

J< • 8 G * * - (29) 
^ ( 1 - ( 1 - 4 G W ) ' ) 

Combining eq.(28) and eq.(29) we get p, > ^ - f. By further assuming 
a nonsingular exterior geometry we get the following upper bounds on the 
mass densities tn < ;g and /i, < jjg. The parameters s/iR, = 0.01 and 
\G(iii + *".) = -98 give rite to a physically acceptable string supporting 
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CTC's in the exterior geometry. A rotating string giving rise to CTC's is 
hence seen to be extremely massive. 

The class of rotating cosmic strings found in [2] rely on the existence of 
a constant and nonvanishing heatflow relative to the tetrade frame eq.(10) 
for the generation of the angular momentum in the string. The explicit 
expression for the heatflow determined the pressures in the string core. When 
the heatflow vanished so did the pressures. One could therefore get the 
impression that a nonvanishing heatflow in the string core is essential for the 
occurrence of CTC's outside the string. In this work we have seen that an 
interior solution made of matter with a vanishing heatflow relative to the 
tetrade frame eq.(10) also can give rise to CTC's in the exterior of the string. 
The heatflow that appear in E is solely due to the matching procedure, and 
it is not the source for J. In this work CTC's therefore appear due to the 
combined choice of space time symmetries and surtain diagonal stress-energy 
distributions (in which no energyfluxes appear relative to a comoving frame). 
It 16 therefore natural to interperet the role played by the heatflow in [2] 
somewhat in analogy to the heatflow in E. The constant heatflow that was 
assumed in [2] therefore appear to be necessary only in order to generate an 
interior solution which is possible to match smoothly to the exterior geometry 
without having to introduce a transition layer Uke E. 
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